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GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
1.

The 'Dronacharya Award' is given to...?
A. Umpires
B.Coaches
C.Sportsmen
D.Sports Editors

2.

Who was the first Indian woman to win a medal in the
Olympics?
A.Bachendri Pal
B. Kunjarani Devi
C.P.T.Usha
D.Karnam Malleshwari

3.

Tulsidas, the author of Ramcharitmanas, was a
contemporary of which of the following rulers?
A.Sher Shah Suri B.Humayun
C.Akbar
D.Shahjahan

4.

To which king belongs the Lion capital at Sarnath?
A.Kanishka
B.Ashoka
C.Chandragupta
D.Harsha

5.

6.

7.

8.

The preamble to our constitution provided that India
is
A.a socialist, secular and democratic republic
B.a sovereign republic with a socialist pattern of society
C.a sovereign, socialist and democratic republic
D.a sovereign, socialist, secular and democratic republic
The Objectives Resolution was unanimously adopted
by the Constituent Assembly on
A.26th November 1946
B.None of the above
C.1st October 1948
D.22nd January 1947
Non Tax revenues can be increased by improving the
working of the
A.electricity boards
B.All of the above
C.commercial irrigation projects
D.State Road Transport Corporations
Devaluation of currency will be more beneficial if
A.prices of exports rise proportionately
B.prices of exports remain constant
C.prices of domestic goods remain constant
D.prices of imports remains constant

9.

Which of the following factors are responsible for the
rapid growth of sugar production in south India as
compared to north India?
I. Higher per acre field of sugarcane
II. Higher sucrose content of sugarcane
III. Lower labour cost
IV. Longer crushing period
A.I, II and IV
B.I and II
C.I, II and III
D.I, III and IV

10. Which of the following groups of rivers have their
source of origin in Tibet?
A.Ganges, Sutlej and Yamuna
B.Brahmaputra, Ganges and Sutlej
C.Chenab, Ravi and Sutlej
D.Brahmaputra, Indus and Sutlej
11. The natural region which holds the Indian
subcontinent is
A.equatorial climate change region
B.Mediterranean
C.hot deset
D.monsoon
12. What Galileo invented?
A.Pendulum clock B.Thermometer
C.Microscope
D.Barometer
13. Who invented Electric Generator?
A.Sir Alexander Graham Bell
B.Alfred B. Nobel
C.Thomas Alva Edison
D.Michael Faraday
14. January 15 is celebrated as the
A.Republic Day
B.Ugadhi
C.Teachers' Day
D.Army Day
15. The World Environment Day is celebrated on
A.August 6
B.June 5
C.June 16
D.April 7
16. 'Vijay Stambha' is situated in
A.Agra
B.Delhi
C.Jaipur
D.Chittor
17. Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre is located at

A.Thiruvananthapuram
C.Sriharikota

B.Pune
D.Ahmedabad

18. Entomology is the science that studies
A.The formation of rocks
B.The origin and history of technical and scientific
terms
C.Insects
D.Behavior of human beings
19. what is the capital of israel?
A.Malacca
B.Nagoya
C.Kluang
D.Jerusalem
20. In which of the following festivals are boat races a
special feature?
A.Onam
B.Rongali Bihu
C.Pongal
D.Navratri
21. Kalchakra ceremony is associated with which of the
following ceremonies?
A.Jainism
B.Islam
C.Buddhism
D.Hinduism
22. The headquarters of the UNESCO is at
A.Geneva
B.Paris
C.Rome
D.New York
23. Which space agency has planned to launch the Small
Satellite Launch Vehicle in March 2021?
A.JAXA
B.SpaceX
C.ISRO
D.NASA
24. Who is the author of the book titled 'Right Under Your
Nose'?
A.R. Giridharan
B.Amitabh Kant
C.Rajiv Kumar
D.Shaktikanta Das
25. What was the theme of National Youth Festival 2021?
A.YUVAAH - Utsah Naye Bharat Ka
B.YUVAAH - Umang Bharat Ka
C.YUVAAH - Utsah Bharat Ka
D.YUVAAH - Umang Naye Bharat Kee

VERBAL ABILITY

In the following questions four alternatives are given
for the idiom/phrase italicised and underlined in the
sentence. Choose the alternative which best expresses
the meaning of idiom/phrase.
26. This matter has been hanging fire for the last many
months and must therefore be decided one way or the
other.
A.stuck up
B.going on slowly
C.Ignored
D.hotly debated
27. In the armed forces, it is considered a great privilege
to die in harness.
A.die with honour
B.die while still working
C.die in the battlefield
D.die on a horse back
28. Some proverbs/idioms are given below together with
their meanings. Choose the correct meaning of
proverb/idiom, If there is no correct meaning given.
To have an axe to grind
A.To fail to arouse interest
B.To have no result
C.A private end to serve
D.To work for both sides
Directions to Solve: Courage is not only the basis of
virtue; it is its expression. faith, hope, charity and all
the rest don't become virtues until it takes courage to
exercise them. There are roughly two types of
courage. the first an emotional state which urges a
man to risk injury or death, is physical courage. The
second, more reasoning attitude which enables him to
take coolly his career, happiness, his whole future or
his judgement of what he thinks either right or
worthwhile, is moral courage.
I have known many men, who had marked physical
courage, but lacked moral courage. Some of them
were in high places, but they failed to be great in
themselves because they lacked moral courage. On
the other hand I have seen men who undoubtedly
possessed moral courage but were very cautious
about taking physical risks. But I have never met a

man with moral courage who couldn't, when it was
really necessary, face a situation boldly.
29. A man of courage is:
A.intelligent
C.careful

B.cunning
D.curious

30. Physical courage is an expression of:
A.Emotions
B.Defiance
C.Uncertainty
D.Deliberation
31. A man with moral courage can:
A.overcome all difficulties
B.be very pragmatic
C.face a situation boldly
D.defy his enemies
32. People with physical courage of ten lack:
A.capacity for reasoning
B.emotional stability
C.will to fight
D.mental balance
33. All virtues become meaningful because of:
A.Charity
B.Courage
C.hope
D.Faith
In questions below, each passage consist of six
sentences. The first and sixth sentence are given in the
begining. The middle four sentences in each have
been removed and jumbled up. These are labelled as
P, Q, R and S. Find out the proper order for the four
sentences.
S1: A force of exists between everybody in the
universe.
P : Normally it is very small but when the one of the
bodies is a planet, like earth, the force is considerable.
Q : It has been investigated by many scientists
including Galileo and Newton.
R : Everything on or near the surface of the earth is
attracted by the mass of earth.
S : This gravitational force depends on the mass of the
bodies involved.
S6: The greater the mass, the greater is the earth's
force of attraction on it. We can call this force of
attraction gravity.
34. The Proper sequence should be:

A.PRSQ
C.PRQS

B.QSPR
D.QSRP

S1: Hungary, with a population of about 10 million,
lies between Czechoslovakia to the north and
Yugoslavia to the south.
P : Here a great deal of grain is grown.
Q : In recent years, however, progress has been made
also in the field of industrialisation.
R : Most of this country consists of an extremely fertile
plain, through which the river Danube flows.
S : In addition to grain, the plain produces potatoes,
sugar, wine and livestock.
S6: The new industries derive mainly from agricultural
production.
35. The Proper sequence should be:
A.RPSQ
B.RQSP
C.QRSP
D.PRSQ
S1: Biological evolution has not fitted man to any
specific environment.
P : It is by no means a biological evolution, but it is a
cultural one.
Q : His imagination, his reason, his emotional subtlety
and toughness, makes it possible for him not to accept
the environment but to change.
R : And that series of inventions by which man from
age by age has reshaped his environment is a different
kind of evolution.
S : Among the multitude of animals which scamper,
burrow swim around us he is in the only one who is
not locked in to his environment.
S6: That brilliant sequence of cultural peaks can most
appropriately be termed the ascent of man.
36. The Proper sequence should be:
A.SQRP
B.SRQP
C.QPRS
D.QRSP
Pick out the most effective word(s) from the given
words to fill in the blank to make the sentence
meaningfully complete.
37. If you smuggle goods into the country, they may be
...... by the customs authority.
A.punished
B.confiscated
C.possessed

D.fined
38. When I was a child, I ......to school everyday instead
going by cycle.
A.have walked
B.have been walking
C.had walked
D.walked
39. According to corporate circles data is pushing through
the merger to create financially ...... company in the
processed foods business, the group's thrust area for
the 1990's
A.acceptable
B.Straight
C.powerful
D.Leading
In each question, an incomplete statement (Stem)
followed by fillers is given. Pick out the best one which
can complete incomplete stem correctly and
meaningfully.
40. Despite his best efforts to conceal his anger ......
A.he succeeded in camouflaging his emotions
B.people came to know that he was annoyed
C.we could detect that he was very happy
D.he could succeed in doing it easily
41. " You are thinking very highly about Ravi but he is not
so" means ......
A.Your view about Ravi is philosophical, keep it up
B.Ravi is as good as you think about him
C.You have a good opinion about Ravi but he does not
have a good opinion about you
D.You have a good opinion about Ravi but he is not as
good as you think
Read each sentence to find out whether there is any
grammatical error in it. The error, if any will be in one
part of the sentence. The letter of that part is the
answer.
42. The Indian radio which was previously controlled by
the British rulers is free now from the narrow vested
interests.
A.The Indian radio
B.which was previously controlled by the British rulers
C.is free now from the narrow vested interests.
D.No error.

43. Please try to understand that the dispute on this issue
is between my brother and myself, and concerns
nobody else.
A.No error.
B.and concerns nobody else.
C.Please try to understand
D.that the dispute on this issue is between my brother
and myself,
44. In each question below a sentence broken into five or
six parts. Join these parts to make a meaningful
sentence. The correct order of parts is the answer.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

him
the
to
charge
handover
A.52431
C.45231

B.51342
D.41352

In questions given below, a part of the sentence is
italicised and underlined. Below are given alternatives
to the italicised part which may improve the sentence.
Choose the correct alternative.
45. If the room had been brighter, I would have been able
to read for a while before bed time.
A.No improvement
B.Had the room been brighter
C.If the room are brighter
D.If the room was brighter
46. I want you to clearly understand that excuses won't do
A.you clearly to understand
B.No improvement
C.you to understand clearly
D.to clearly understand you
In each question below, there is a sentence of which
some parts have been jumbled up. Rearrange these
parts which are labelled P, Q, R and S to produce the
correct sentence. Choose the proper sequence.
47. I read an advertisement that said
P : posh, air-conditioned
Q : gentleman of taste
R : are available for

S : fully furnished rooms
The Proper sequence should be:
A.PQRS
B.PSQR
C.SRPQ
D.PSRQ
48. When it began to rain suddenly on the first of
January
P : to celebrate the new year
Q : we ran for shelter
R : to the neighbouring house
S : where many people had gathered
The Proper sequence should be:
A.QRSP
B.QRPS
C.PSQR
D.PRSQ
In the following the questions choose the word which
best expresses the meaning of the given word.
49. HARBINGER
A.Messenger
B.Forerunner
C.Pilot
D.Steward
In the following questions choose the word which is
the exact OPPOSITE of the given words.
50. RELINQUISH
A.Renounce
B.Possess
C.Deny
D.Abdicate

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE
51. 5004/139 - 6 = ?
A.24
C.30

B.42
D.36

52. The average of first 50 natural numbers is
A.12.5
B.25.5
C.21.15
D.25
53. If 2A = 3B = 4C, then A : B : C is
A.20 : 15 : 2
B.6 : 4 : 3
C.4 : 3 : 2
D.2 : 3 : 4
54. Sam purchased 20 dozens of toys at the rate of Rs. 375
per dozen. He sold each one of them at the rate of Rs.
33. What was his percentage profit ?
A.4.5
B.6.5
C.5.6
D.5.8

55. A’s salary is 25% more than B’s salary. B’s salary is
how much less than A’s salary?
A.None of these B.20%
C.24%
D.25%
56. In a mixture of 60 liters, the ratio of milk and water is
2:1. How much more water must be added to make
this ratio 1:2?
A.65 Litres
B.60 Litres
C.45 Litres
D.56 Litres
57. If each of the length and breadth of a rectangle is
increased by 50%, by what percent does its area
increase?
A.155
B.125
C.100
D.150
58. A and B can do job in 8 days. B and C can do same job
in 12 days. A, B and C together can do same job in 6
days. In how many days A and C together can
complete the job?
A.10 days
B.8 Days
C.12 Days
D.None of these
59. A speedboat, whose speed in 15 km/hr in still water
goes 30 km downstream and comes back in a total of
4 hours 30 minutes. What is the speed of the stream
in km/hr?
A.5 km/hr
B.25 km/hr
C.2.5 km/hr
D.None of these
60. The digits of a two-digit number are in the ratio of 2 :
3 and the number obtained by interchanging the digits
is bigger than the original number by 27. What is the
original number?
A.48
B.47
C.69
D.96
61. A is twice as efficient as B and can complete a job 30
days before B. In how much they can complete the job
together?
A.60 days
B.30 days
C.20 days
D.15 days
62. A 300 metre long train crosses a platform in 39
seconds while it crosses a signal pole in 18 seconds.
What is the length of the platform?

A.650 m
B.350 m
C.Data InadequateD.320 m
63. One-fifth of a number is equal to 5/8th of another
number. If 35 is added to the first number, it becomes
four times the second number. Find the second
number.
A.25
B.40
C.39
D.70
64. What least value which should be added to 1812 to
make it divisible by 7, 11 and 14?
A.72
B.45
C.12
D.36

70. A bag contains 2 white balls, 3 black balls and 4 red
balls. In how many ways can 3 balls be drawn from the
bag if at least one black ball is to be included in the
draw?
A.64
B.60
C.54
D.74
Study the following bar charts and answer the
questions.
Foreign Trade (Imports and Exports) by countries for
the year (1993 - 1994)

65.

A.None of these B.3
C.1
D.2
66. Simplify

A.None of these B.1
D.2
C.0
67. If Sn denotes the sum of first n terms of an A.P. and
[S3n − Sn−1] / [S2n −S2n−1] = 31, then the value of n is
__________.
A.15
B.12
C.16
D.10
68. The largest term common to the sequences 1, 11, 21,
31,…. to 100 terms and 31, 36, 41, 46,………to 100
terms is ___________.
A.991
B.50.5
C.521
D.526
69. How many 3-letter words with or without meaning,
can be formed out of the letters of the word,
‘LOGARITHMS’ if repetition of letters is not allowed?
A.None of these
B.10*9*8*7*6…..*1
C.720
D.750

71. The ratio of the maximum exports to the minimum
imports was closest to(approx.) ?
A.70
B.74
C.79
D.69
72. How many countries exhibited a trade surplus ?
A.5
B.3
C.4
D.6
73. The total trade deficit/surplus for all the countries put
together was ?
A.None of these B.11286 deficit
C.11286 surplus
D.10286 deficit

74. From a pack of 52 cards, two cards are drawn together
at random. What is the probability of both the cards
being kings?
A.35/256
B.1/15
C.1/221
D.25/57
75. Two dice are tossed. The probability that the total
score is a prime number is:
A.5/12
B.2/9
C.1/6
D.1/3

LOGICAL REASONING
The diagram given below represents those students
who play Cricket, Football and Kabaddi.

77. Which two of the following are definitely not
neighbors?
A.RV
B.QW
C.RP
D.UV
78. Which one is immediate right to the V?
A.R
B.P
C.T
D.U
79. Which of the following is correct?
A.P is to the immediate right of Q
B.Q is to the immediate left of W
C.R is between U and V
D.None of these
80. What is the position of S?
A.Data inadequate.
B.Between U and V
C.To the immediate right of W
D.Second to the right of P
81. Pointing to Varman, Madhav said, "I am the only son
of one of the sons of his father." How is Varman
related to Madhav?
A.Father
B.Father or Uncle
C.Uncle
D.Nephew

76. Study the diagram and identify the students who play
all the three games.
A.T
B.S+T+V
C.S
D.None of these
Read the given information and answer the questions
that follow:

1.
2.
3.
4.

P, Q, R, S, T, U, V and W are sitting round the circle
and are facing the center:
P is second to the right of T who is the neighbour of R
and V.
S is not the neighbour of P.
V is the neighbour of U.
Q is not between S and W. W is not between U and S.

If A + B means B is the brother of A;
A x B means B is the husband of A;
A - B means A is the mother of B and
A % B means A is the father of B,
82. which of the following relations shows that Q is the
grandmother of T?
A.Q - P + R % T
B.P x Q % R + T
C.P x Q % R – T
D.P + Q % R – T
83. In a certain code 'SEQUENCE' is coded as 'FDOFVRFT.
How is 'CHILDREN' coded in that code?
A.OFSEMJID
B.OFSEJIMD
C.OFSEJMID
D.OFESJMID
84. If ROSE is coded as 6821, CHAIR is coded as 73456 and
PREACH is coded as 961473, what will be the code for
SEARCH?
A.216473
B.214763
C.246173
D.214673

85. One evening just before sunset two friends Sanju and
Manju were talking to each other face to face. If
Manju’s shadow was exactly to her left side, which
direction was Sanju facing?
A.West
B.North
C.South
D.Data Inadequate

B.Both conclusions follow.
C.Only conclusion I follows.
D.Either conclusion I or conclusion II follows.
91.

A.Only conclusion I follows.
B.Only conclusion II follows.
C.Both conclusions follow.
D.Either conclusion I or conclusion II follows.

Observe the following series carefully and answer the
questions that follow
A $ 12 & * E 7 2 1 ! @ I * # @ ! ! O * & # > 8 U >
86. How many numbers follow a vowel alphabet?
A.2
B.3
C.4
D.1

In each of the questions below consists of a question
and two statements numbered I and II given below it.
You have to decide whether the data provided in the
statements are sufficient to answer the question.
Read both the statements and Give answer

87. Varun drove his car for 80 kms due North. Then he
turned left and drove for 100 kms. Again he turned
left & drove yet another 80 kms. Again he turned left
and drove his car 120 kms. How far do you think he
actually drove his car from the initial position?
A.Can’t Say
B.20 kms
C.60 kms
D.100 kms

(A) If the data in statement I alone are sufficient to
answer the question, while the data in statement II
alone are not sufficient to answer the question
(B) If the data in statement II alone are sufficient to
answer the question, while the data in statement I
alone are not sufficient to answer the question
(C) If the data either in statement I alone or in statement
II alone are sufficient to answer the question
(D) If the data given in both statements I and II together
are not sufficient to answer the question and
(E) If the data in both statements I and II together are
necessary to answer the question.
92. Question: How is Sulekha related to Nandini ?
Statements:
I. Sulekha's husband is the only son of Nandini's
mother.
II. Sulekha's brother and Nandini's husband are
cousins.
A.B
B.C
C.A
D.D
E.E

88. Find the wrong number in the given series.
8, 27, 125, 343, 1381
A.343
B.8
C.27
D.1381
Directions: In these questions, relationship between
different elements is shown in the statement. The
statement is followed by two conclusions. Choose the
correct answer on the basis of information given
below.
89.

A.Only conclusion II follows
B.Only conclusion I follows
C.Either conclusion I or conclusion II follows
D.Both conclusions follow
90.

I.
II.
A.Only conclusion II follows.

93. Question: What is the code for 'or' in the code
language?
Statements:
'nik sa te' means 'right or wrong', 'ro da nik' means 'he
is right' and 'fe te ro' means 'that is wrong'.
'pa nik la' means 'that right man', 'sa ne pa' means
'this or that' and 'ne ka re' means 'tell this there'.
A.E
B.D

C.C
E.A

I.
II.

D.B

94. Question: Madan is elder than Kamal and Sharad is
younger than Arvind. Who among them is the
youngest ?
Statements:
Sharad is younger than Madan.
Arvind is younger than Kamal.
A.B
B.D
C.C
D.E
E.A
Manisha prefers her date to be tall, dark and
handsome. Of the preferred traits - tall, dark and
handsome - no two of Anuj, Balbir, Chiman and Debjit
have the same number.
Only Anuj or Debjit is tall and fair.
Only Balbir or Chiman is short and handsome.
Anuj and Chiman are either both tall or both short.
Balbir and Debjit are either both dark or both fair.
95. Who is Manisha's date?
A.Balbir
B.Anuj
C.Chiman
D.Debjit
96. 4 boys are sitting in a park to be photographed.
Manjeet is to the right of Rohan. Rustom is between
Rohan and Manjeet. Sukhjeet is to the left of Rohan.
Who is 2nd from the left in the photograph ?
A.Rohan
B.Sukhjeet
C.Manjeet
D.Rustom
A word and number arrangement machine when given
an input line of words and numbers rearranges them
by following a particular rule in each step. The
following is an illustration of input and
rearrangement.
Input: british 32 71 greece firangi spanish 65 84
Step I: spanish british 32 71 greece firangi 65 84
Step II: spanish 84 british 32 71 greece firangi 65
Step III: spanish 84 greece british 32 71 firangi 65
Step IV: spanish 84 greece 71 british 32 firangi 65
Step V: spanish 84 greece 71 firangi british 32 65
Step VI: spanish 84 greece 71 firangi 65 british 32 and
step VI is the last step of the rearrangement.
As per the rules followed in the above steps, find out
in each of the following questions the appropriate
step for the given input.

Step III of an input is: ‘yeast 92 umbrella 15 23 slate
hanger 67’.
97. How many more steps will be required to complete
the rearrangement?
A.4
B.5
C.3
D.2
Directions: Study the following information carefully
and answer the given questions.
In number arrangement machine when given an input
line of numbers, it rearranges them following a
particular rule in each step. The following is an
illustration of input and rearrangement.
Input: 75 14 56 27 48 31 64 97 28 57
Step I: 72 75 56 48 31 64 97 28 57 15
Step II: 13 72 75 56 48 64 97 57 15 29
Step III: 75 13 72 75 56 64 97 15 29 49
Step IV: 57 75 13 72 64 97 15 29 49 57
Step V: 79 57 75 13 72 15 29 49 57 65
As per rules followed in the given steps, find
appropriate step for given Input.
Input: 86 12 53 22 45 19 32 29 74 93
98. Which of the following is the fifth step for input?
A.39 35 54 92 91 13 23 33 75 87
B.39 35 54 33 75 87 92 91 13 23
C.39 35 33 75 87 54 92 91 13 23
D.39 35 23 33 54 92 91 13 75 87
Directions: Study the following information carefully
and answer the given questions.
In number arrangement machine when given an input
line of numbers, it rearranges them following a
particular rule in each step. The following is an
illustration of input and rearrangement.
Input: 75 14 56 27 48 31 64 97 28 57
Step I: 72 75 56 48 31 64 97 28 57 15
Step II: 13 72 75 56 48 64 97 57 15 29
Step III: 75 13 72 75 56 64 97 15 29 49
Step IV: 57 75 13 72 64 97 15 29 49 57
Step V: 79 57 75 13 72 15 29 49 57 65
As per rules followed in the given steps, find
appropriate step for given Input.
Input: 86 12 53 22 45 19 32 29 74 93
99. Which of the following elements lies exactly between
91 and 32 in step II?

A.53
C.13

B.23
D.86

Directions: Study the following information carefully
and answer the given questions.
In number arrangement machine when given an input
line of numbers, it rearranges them following a
particular rule in each step. The following is an
illustration of input and rearrangement.
Input: 75 14 56 27 48 31 64 97 28 57
Step I: 72 75 56 48 31 64 97 28 57 15
Step II: 13 72 75 56 48 64 97 57 15 29
Step III: 75 13 72 75 56 64 97 15 29 49
Step IV: 57 75 13 72 64 97 15 29 49 57
Step V: 79 57 75 13 72 15 29 49 57 65
As per rules followed in the given steps, find
appropriate step for given Input.
Input: 86 12 53 22 45 19 32 29 74 93
100. Which is the following step?
Step: 54 92 91 86 53 74 93 13 23 33
A.4
B.3
C.6
D.5

